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In Phoenix, Arizona , a inixi`ist*r, *as called on° the telephone by a Reserve

WORSHIP Arm captain representing an 4me"ricaa Legion° Cotmnittee and told that
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there woixld be plain+clothes men stationed in his congregation on the
following ; xas ,y . , If his sermon did not pass their, approval, soldiers in two near -
by fields would be forbidden to worship in his churt•<h . A similar threat by a Camp
Commander in Denver, Colo ., has the specific approval of the Adjutant General o f

the Army . The hrist an ;G,entuxv comnents : "This is just what happened in Germany, "
to i~iemoller and theConfessional ;ministers .
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From Monett, Mo.., the JCi? reports that there was so pitifully little to

Oat in the family off' ten that a nineteen-Tear-old American boy-- George
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Walker Gordon.-- starved. himeelf to death that his younger brothers-and
sisters might eat ., .
From Chicago, Ill ., the VP reports on the same date that exports of Amer-

ican food to Great Britain are increasing steadily . Department of Agricultur e
figures show totals of 1,650,000,000 pounds valued at $200,000,000 in five months .
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Norman Thomas' carefully prepared series of honest, independent discus-
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stone of public issues has been effectively banned from the . .sir by can-
cellation of contracts and. unwarranted censorship through arbitraz

standards of judgment on "controversial material" .
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"The whole business of invasion across the sea against ample land-based
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air power no longer is in the book of possibilities", according to Lieu-
tenant Colonel Thomas R . Phillips, General Staff Corps, U . S . Arai► .

BLACKOUT !

More than the lights were blacked out in Syracuse on' Sunda► evening, Decembe r

21, 1941 .
In some sections of the city-- not all-- stern-faced young . men, who would have

to looked well in uniform, called at every home armed with notebooks to secure infor- -
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Without entering into argument as- to the need or the purpose of the blackout ,

we suggest there is grave significance here for all lovers of traditional . American

freedoms . Have you read "The March of Fascism" ?

BILL OF RIGHTS '

Article IV. The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses ,

papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be vio-
lated,and no warrants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath o r

affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, And the persons
or things to be seized .
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On December 3.5, the 150th anniversary of the Bill of Rights :
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CELEBRATION 1 . The President, supported by a galaxy of Hollywood stars, made a
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speech . 2 . A judge in Topeka, Kansas, sentenced a mother to priso n
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because her two sons, for religious reasons, refused.' to salute the flag .

LABOR

o re4L On Nov . 15, in Macon, Ga ., Admiral William H . P . Mandy said: "If it should

UW.'L`
come about that any of these disloyal citizens'("misguided" labor leaders) shal l
approach you with any such suggestions (striking) I hope you will ride them out o f

113 town on a rail as if they 'were wearing ewastikas on their sleeves ." On Nov. 25 ,
in reply to an inquiry from the Workers Defense League, Secretary Knox wrote :
"With the sentiment thus expressed, I am in thoroughgoing accord . "

The right to work is being denied many Jews for no other reason than that the y

are Jews . Employment agencies in every part of the country continue to advertise

for "Christians only ." This discrimination is part of the larger pattern agains t

all minorities-- against Negroes, against foreign-born citizens, naturalized citi-
zens and even Americans of native-born parentage . Such economic discrimination is
not only contrary to the basic democratic principles upon which our country i s
founded but will, if continued, subvert and destroy these principles .

-MARY D.. BRIT in "Four Lights "
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used against the President wore -terse . No put us into the war agains t
Germany by evading the Constitution, and Ms promises that

	

rtnari'boys would no t
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be sent to a foreign war were campaign trickery to got himself re-elected . But we
may thank him far it now, and bo glad he tricked us into a great advantage which
otherwise would have boon lost ."
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The news these days is boat taken with a generous grain of . salt . Stopping in
London on his way to Moscow as President Roosevelt's representative, Mr . M . Averill

4\1') ti< Harriman assorted: "I don't know why the American press keeps correspondents here .
\\•

	

There isn't one correspondent left among them . They have all become British propa -
gandists, and we pay them salaries . . But I'm delighted it is so . "

A draftee from one of the Southern statue tongue that his company was
called in on Saturd y . Doc . 6, and told that their leaves of absence for
the Christmas holidays, granted only a fow , days before, were cancelled .
The reason given was that this country would bo at war.

the .Ea,nsn.s Cwt ,Star.
"We all know that most of the arguments that the America Piriit crowd

Quoted by No-Frontier Newsletter from The (London) News Review. ,

Very little of the aluminum so excitedly collected last summer has eve r
reached any smelter and the chances are it never will . A New York Tim e
(financial page) article shows that it isn't good for much and a lot of
it has just been piled up out of the way . 0 well, it served its turn- -
What next? Wedding Rings?
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. Not' only for them'_ hn4g°ar ' . ' . but for the spirit!

A) "Loving kindness as a real factor in life is,being made evident in Franc
e therewill thr
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awn actualeity, "
Howard L Kershner, director of relief for the American Priends Service Committe e
in France, writes in a recent letter . "If only there were some way-of making "
America conscious of the very great significance of the service that'is being
rendered, not only in the distribution of needed food and clothing but in the
spirit of friendship and good-Will that accompanies it . "
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On Oct . 17, Cordell Hull and Lord Halifax signed a three-year treaty b y
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which British owned or controlled "defense" operations in the United
R

	

States would be exempt .from Federal, State and local taxation . The lan-
guage of the treaty, based on -the sweeping provisions of the Lend-Leas e

Act, is broad enough to exempt practically any British property or transaction in
the U. S .
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6 We cordially invite you to a BUFFET, SUPPER in honor of our

	

6
6 SYXTH BIRTHDAY, on Tuesday evening, January 27

	

at six o'clock,

	

6
6 Y W C A demo Room, 339 E . Onondaga St .
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2-5316
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6 Guest of Honor and Speaker: DR . ALBERT W. PALMER of Chicago,

	

6
6 . President, Churchmen's Committee for Christian Peace
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6 Special Guests :

	

COME AND

	

6
6 The Ministers Peace Covenant

	

BRING

	

6
6 The Fellowship of Reconciliation

	

A FRIEND .
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POINT WITH We are proud to . announce our local sponsorship of the Institute Pro-
PRIDE

	

gram described on the enclosed folder . We urge all our readers t o
attend: 2w•~, Ayr.
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